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New Covenant Torah –Transitions, Fulfilling

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

New Covenant Torah
Rarely taught
More rarely understood.
Welcome to The Continuation
of a year journey
Studying
New Testament Torah.
Everything has changed
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issue:

Yet everything is familiar.
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As we grow closer to GOD.
You have Torah = Directions, Instructions,
Church.
Come and Learn, Come and See…
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The Heart of The Matter
Transitioning
You have heard it
said, but now I say
unto you…”, a very

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

common saying of
THE LORD that we
find in The Sermon on
The Mount -Matthew 5
-7. First , we find
some tradition, or
Biblical Truth that JESUS = YESHUA
brings up. Everyone
knows It, everyone is
familiar with It. This

Is The Basis of
what is to follow,
this is a Truth or a
Tradition that all
are familiar with
and many live by.
Why go farther?
Why not stop here?
Because The Word
of GOD is Living
and Active. Because GOD takes
us from Glory to

Glory. GOD is taking
us from Faith to Faith.
GOD Walks us from
Strength to Strength.
JESUS = YESHUA was
and is taking us on a
greater adventure with
HIM, here in Matthew
explaining The Deeper
Meaning, helping us
grow up and go up higher in our walk with HIM,
to be more like HIM, so

follow HIM!

Fulfilling
JESUS = YESHUA
brought out The
Deeper meaning,
JESUS = YESHUA
brought out a deeper
Truth, JESUS is
helping us grow,
YESHUA is wanting
us to grow up. To
grow up into HIM
“WHO is The Head of
The Church, which is

HIS Body, The Fullness
of HIM WHO fills all in
all.” This is The Goal,
This is The point to get
to; to arrive at. To be
fulfilled, in life, is the
most extraordinary
feeling-experienceplace to be, at which
point one can truly be
said to be alive, as
never before, awoken

from sleep; alive. Note
well now, this is Only
achieved in CHRIST–
never without The
Author of Life, WHO
alone has life –True
Life in HIMSELF. This
is The True Nature of
GOD — FATHER –
SON - HOLY SPIRIT.
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Did you know
that THE LORD, when
Teaching The Sermon
on The Mount in The
Gospel of Matthew 7-9,
HE often used the expression: : Amen, amen,
I say to you….”. One
critical point: To say
Amen, is never said at
the beginning of a sentence or verse in Hebrew, the Original; in the
English Bibles, yes, it

can and often does, begin
a verse or sentence,
whereas, in The Original
Text, it is always at the
end of the previous
clause, affirming it. Then,
one would exposit on The
Deeper meaning. By initiating the statement: “…
and now I say to you…”
was said often by teachers as they taught.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word : Remember The Hebrew
Word “Love”, very well,
for from It comes all The
Rest, for from It, The
Rest receives It’s Importance and Value, for
without It, whatever you
do; doesn’t really count,
to your credit. The Hebrew Word: Love, is, Letter by Letter:

Aleph-Hey-Bet-Hey.
The Root of This
Word: Ahavah, is:
Ahav = Aleph –BetHey. Today, we will
discuss another Facet
of This Gem-This Word
-This Truth; is: as to
The Root Word: Ahav
= The First– Spirit—in
the House. This is an-

other meaning for Love
we have shared in the
past; today is a new / another revelation: The

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

First Spirit in your
house/in your being,
means the primary motive-spirit behind what
you do is your first
love, make sure that It
is HIS.

What do you say when
someone doesn’t believe that
we need to change; since
we’ve “always done it this
way”, we should always do it
this way; so ‘leave it alone’!
This is a good point, as far as
it goes, but it is not an eternal
principle; which we will elucidate. GOD gives eternal principles to HIS children expressed
through certain rites-ritualsPage 1

behaviors-that will be modulated, the rites-rituals—
behaviors, as we ’grow up’, in
HIM and unto HIM; in all ways.
For example, we learn to spell
words-sound them out– and
then, as we learn to speak, we
don’t spell out words we just
speak those words. Further,
we have a progression of
words that are more all enPage 2

Page 3

compassing, more precise,
more concise, more subtle,
touching deeper levels of
meaning, better able to give a
more complete view of what
we want to express through
the medium of communicative
speech; or even, in silence;
when silence speaks more eloquently than words. Use them,
to grow in your Faith.
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Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"
John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

